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WE THINK TOO MUCH
ART RULES!

AND FEEL TOO LITTLE



CAN YOU DRAW A ZEN CIRCLE?

In Zen, Enso is a
circle that is hand-

drawn in one or two
flowing brushstrokes
to express a moment

when the mind is
free to let the body

create.

No compasses!



COLOUR IN A MASTERPIECE

BONUS POINT: Can
you guess the artist?

WHAT YOU

WILL NEED



COLOUR IN A MASTERPIECE
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CAN YOU SCULPT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED?

Try to make some shapes as
perfectly as you can - the focus
will move your attention into
your sense of touch!

You don't
need eyes
to make
beautiful
art - this
sculpture
was made
by an artist
who was
blind from
birth.

The Violin Player-
Clara Crampton

You will

need:

Play-doh

or clay



AUTOMATIC DRAWING
Draw without

thinking!

Automatism
refers to
creating art
without
conscious
thought,
accessing
material
from the
unconscious
mind.



AUTOMATIC WRITING

The surrealists made automatic writings, aiming
to write as rapidly as possible without intervening
consciously to guide the hand.

Get thosethoughts outon paper!



CAN YOU DRAW WITH A STICK?

WHAT YOU

WILL NEED

Matisse used the long brush
to bring some of his paintings
to life with dynamic loose
brushstrokes.

Try drawing with a long stick
and ink. Getting some
distance from your artwork
stops you from being precious
and overthinking your lines!



QUESTION 1:TRY TO F IND

Take geometric photos -
where can you find these
shapes around you?

SHAPING
YOUR VIEW

SNAP

IT!
Aim to get them done in 1-2 attempts.

Upload the results onto the assemblage folder or use
the hashtag #WeThinkTooMuch.

CIRCLE
SQUARE
RECTANGLE



SYMMETRICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Can you make a photo
symmetrical?

Pay attention to lines and
shapes!

#WeThinkTooMuch



CAN YOU WRITE A HAIKU?

Choose a theme (nature/
seasons/ an event or observation)

Use short evocative phrases

Use "cutting word" to break the
meter 

3 lines
5 syllables, 
7 syllables, 
5 syllables.

EXAMPLES
Sunlight, headache, Dog 
Moving to the cool pillow barking, 
Birds twittering 
 
Sunlight, stillness, arms stretching,
listening to breeze 
Faintly, a car parks 
 
River wandering 
Brushed by leaves, thunder rumbles
Raindrops, turning back
 
Pond is frosted glass
Gusts of wind
Alive with pattern
 



You can use this
meditation music to
help you get into a zen
mindset during your
activities!

MEDITATION
TIME

Scan
me!
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Josh von Uexkull

@uexkullart
Josh is a painter and Fine Art graduate from Central Saint
Martins. He is interested in how we can use drawing and
painting as an aid to create beautiful ideas about reality.

He has exhibited at RBA Rising Stars FBA Futures and has co-
hosted arts workshops for young people at the Barbican,

National Portrait Gallery and Whitechapel Gallery.
 
 

Josie 
@museum_musings

Josie has an interest in art and heritage, specifically the
international relationships object loans and ‘safeguarding’
during times of conflict can create - whether this helps or

hinders the national identity of the originating country. Having
written a museums dissertation and graduated, she now

sporadically maintains a Google blog (@decompression_blog)
while training as a journalist (@journo_josie). Evidently, she
likes social media, but also contributing to the Assemblage

blog and zines. She would like to become a communications
or media professional. 

 
 

Joana
@jjooartt

Joana is a Portuguese illustrator and graphic designer who just
graduated from the University of Hertfordshire. Her work

focuses mostly on children’s book illustration and book cover
design, and recently she had her first designed cover

published for the Stratford Literary Festival. In her spare time,
she enjoys reading comics and working on her passion

projects.
 

 

Pal Kumar 
@Palzzz

Pal is an artist and filmmaker currently studying Fine
Art at Camberwell College of Arts. His practice

mainly explores the relationship between stillness
and dynamism. His work has been widely shown in
London, namely at the Wallace Collection, National
Portrait Gallery, and Mall Galleries. He was also a

featured artist on SkyArts Portrait Artist of the Year.
 
 

Ciara
@ciaraerskine

Ciara is an Irish traditional artist with a degree in
Visual Communications. She enjoys illustrating

small, beautiful moments of life and achieves soft,
detailed paintings using pencil and watercolour. She

is interested in travel, nature and conservation.
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